
LAWS2400 Torts Notes 

Week 2 

Lecture: Trespass to Person 

- Trespass to Person: protects an individual’s right to liberty and bodily security. 

Encompasses the torts of; 

1. Assault 

2. Battery 

3. False imprisonment 

- Assault Elements: 
1. Reasonable apprehension of imminent contact (objective test having regard to 

the circumstances at the time of the alleged assault) → Zanker v Vartzokas.  

a) The Zanker case established that an ongoing or continuing fear/ 

apprehension of contact was enough to constitute the apprehension of 

IMMINENT contact.  

b) To establish this, the defendant must also be able to carry out that threat 

→ Stephens v Myers 

2. Intention to use force or to create apprehension regarding the use of force → Hall 

v Fonceca 

- Battery Elements: 
1. Positive act 

a) Has to be a positive act, rather than an omission however the exception 

to this rule is Fagan v Metropolitan Police Commissioner (the driver of the 

car driving onto the officer’s foot and then not moving the car were both 

seen as positive acts in this case). 

a) Rixon v Star City → no battery found because there wasn’t a hostile 

attitude and no assault because there was no intention.  

b) Cole v Turner court of appeal affirmed above → ‘except for normal 

everyday contact, the least touching of another in anger is a battery’. 

c) Collins v wilcock → every person’s body is inviolate, a principle of 

autonomy. Exceptions are the exigencies of everyday life, there is implied 

consent to contact. 

2. Direct and intention/negligent act 



a) onus of proof on plaintiff 

3. Unlawful contact 

a) Touching which is not hostile can still be grounds for an action in battery 

e.g. if a doctor performs a medical service on a patient to save their life, 

but the patient had already denied permission. 

- False imprisonment: 
1. Must be the defendant’s act 

a) The defendant must cause the imprisonment. May be by virtue of his/her 

own actions or by actively promoting others to carry out the imprisonment 

→ Dickinson v Waters Ltd 1931 

b) Where there are several people who are ‘active in promoting and causing 

the detention of the respondent’ each will be jointly responsible for the 

imprisonment → Myers Stores v Soo 

1. The restraint must be total 

a) The balmain new ferry co v Robertson 

b) The restraint must prevent free movement in all directions → Bird v Jones 

c) Total restraint implies the absence of a reasonable means of escape → 

Zanker v Vartzokas 

d) An escape will not be reasonable if a person is justified in believing that 

they are being lawfully detained, or will be physically detained if they 

attempt to leave, or is afraid for their own or another’s safety → Symes v 

Mahon, R v Garrett 

e) Restraint may be total where D subjects P to their authority with no option 

to leave (not necessary to have a physical restraint) e.g. plaintiff believing 

they have no choice but to accompany defendant somewhere → Symes v 

Mahon. 

2. Knowledge → Murray v Ministry of Defence 

a) Not an essential element of false imprisonment. Victim does not have to 

be aware of imprisonment. Can be imprisoned while asleep or 

unconscious but this affects damages → Murray v Ministry of Defence 

b) L Griffiths: ‘the law attaches supreme importance to the liberty of the 

individual and if he suffers wrongful interference with that liberty it should 

remain actionable without proof of special damage’.  



Lecture: Trespass to Goods 

- There is a significant overlap between trespass/conversion and conversion/detinue.  

- Main remedy for these offences is damages but restitution is also allowed in detinue 

(restitution being the return of goods).  

TRESPASS TO GOODS ELEMENTS FACTORS TO CONSIDER 

- Action by the defendant which intentionally or 

negligently directly interferes with the plaintiff’s 

actual possession of chattel at the time of the 

interference without a lawful justification. 

- Not necessary to prove damage to chattels. 

- Subject to the usual defences of consent or lawful 

authority.  

- This action protects a person’s possessions. 

 

 

Title to Sue: 

- Only someone with actual possession at the time 

of the interference has title to sue.  

- Possession includes 2 things: 

a) Factual control, not ownership → 

Newington v Windeyer 

b) Intention to exercise control and exclude 

others (animus possidendi).  

- Does not need to be lawful possession 

- Exception for possession is bailment at will 

 

Was there harm: 

- Penfolds Wines Pty ltd v Elliott (1946) → trespass 

depends on invasion of possession. Bailee cannot 

commit trespass to goods while holding for the 

bailor unless there is a complete destruction or 

significant change to the nature of the goods.  

- However, taking goods without permission can 

also amount to a trespass. ‘A mere taking or 

asportation of a chattel may be a trespass without 

the infliction of any material damage. The handling 

of a chattel without authority is a trespass’ → 

Penfolds Wines Pty ltd v Elliott (1946) per Latham 

CJ 

 

Remedy:  

- Damages 



 

CONVERSION ELEMENTS FACTORS TO CONSIDER 

- Alternative to trespass. 

- The action of the defendant in relation to another 

person’s chattel which constitutes an unjustifiable 

denial of their title.  

- ‘The essence of conversion is dealing with a 

chattel in a manner repugnant to the immediate 

right of possession of the person who has the 

property … in the chattel’ → Penfolds v Elliot per 

Dixon J. 

- Essence of conversion is dealing with another’s 

goods as the owner and the intent to deprive the 

true owner of the immediate right to possession or 

impair it. As such, conversion requires a serious 

interference with the plaintiff’s right to the goods.  

- For a defence, the defendant can argue that the 

plaintiff has no right to possession.  

- Conversion occur in multiple ways. 

a) Sale  

b) Taking or receiving possession of the 

goods → generally where the defendant 

wrongfully takes a chattel out of the 

plaintiff’s possession with the intention of 

keeping it, the defendant will have 

exercised dominion over the chattel 

contrary to the rights of the owner. But an 

intention to retain the goods permanently is 

not needed.  

c) Delivery → wrongful delivery e.g. a storage 

facility that mistakenly delivers goods to an 

imposter pretending to be the rightful 

owner is still liable for conversion → Union 

Title to Sue: 

- Plaintiff had either actual possession when the 

wrongful act was done or the right to immediate 

possession at that time.  

- Must have proprietary title for conversion 

- If one has right to immediate possession in 

contract for example but doesn’t have a proprietary 

interest, then there is no title to sue in conversion. 

Conversion is wrong against possessory interest 

not ownership interest → Proceeds Inc v Lehman 

Bros International (Europe)  

- Sadcas v Business and Professional Finance  

 

Fault: 

- Usually considered a tort of strict liability. Thus, the 

defendant does not actually have to be at fault.  

- So while authorities describe the defendant’s 

conduct as intentional, they can still be liable if they 

have a mistaken belief about their right to deal with 

the chattel and act on that mistake.  

- The reasonableness of the mistake is irrelevant.  

 

Penfolds v Elliott per Latham CJ 

- ‘Unauthorised dispositions in any matter that 

interferes with the plaintiff’s title constitutes 

conversion’. It’s all about the interference to P. 

 

Remedy: 

- Damages. 



 

 

 

Transport Finance v British car auctions 

d) Detention of goods → where the defendant 

wrongfully refuses to return the chattels on 

the plaintiff’s demand → Bunnings Group v 

CHEP Australia ltd. the refusal amounts to 

a exercise of dominion contrary to the 

rights of the true owner.  

e) Denial of title → where the defendant does 

not deal with the chattel or exercise control 

over it, means there is no conversion if the 

plaintiff was excluded from their goods → 

Kitano v Commonwealth 

- Conversion is available for TANGIBLE GOODS 

e.g. a cheque that has been misappropriated can 

be the basis of an action in conversion. The 

conversion is the mistreatment of the money the 

cheque represents → MBF Australia Limited v 

Malouf [2008]. 

- Conversion is NOT AVAILABLE FOR 

INTANGIBLE GOODS e.g. right to a credit card 

balance in a bank account (chose in action) cannot 

be the subject of an action in conversion → Hoath 

v Connect Internet Services (2006) 

- Period of dispossession relevant to damages but 

not to liability.  


